What could your leadership team do to help extend the impact of such conferences in the lives of your students and young
adults? Here are some questions to discuss together:
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Have we defined in writing a path we want people
to follow who think they may be called to serve in a
missions role and how we will walk this path with
them? Some sample plans are attached to this
earlier Postings.
Who from our church attended the conference?
Some students may have gone with a group from
their university. How can we find out which of our
young adults were there? Do we have a cell
number so we can text each of them?
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Who will be in charge of our mission team’s
follow-up process? What assistance will this person
need?
If our college/young adult ministry leaders have
been involved in sending students, how will our
follow-up process complement their efforts to do
so and vice versa? Can we sit down with them to
discuss our collaboration?
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Could we organize a dinner/community-building
event before students return to college?
Should we follow up one on one with some or all of
these students? Is there a way to identify those ready
for next steps toward missions, such as what Lake
Avenue does (see description in main article)?
Are there ways to keep in touch with those who
attended the conference, including those attending
university outside our area? Should we consider
something like Trinity’s online community (see
description above)? This will work best if the
participants already have some relationship to each
other.
How could we help build into the lives of young
adults in our global partner churches as Trinity did?
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What were your expectations going into the
conference? Were they fulfilled?
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How was the conference different from what you
anticipated?
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What do you sense was the most important message
God wanted you to receive at this conference? How
are you planning to respond to that message? Be as
specific as possible.
Did you visit missions agency booths while at the
conference? If so, were you introduced to
opportunities that interested you? Did important
questions surface in these dialogs about your
potential fit in one of these ministries?
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Are you aware that our church’s missions leadership
team wants to walk with you in pursuing your place
in God’s global plan? (Explain some of the ways you
can help, especially if they are interested in serving
in a cross-cultural role.)
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As part of your ongoing response to what God is
saying to you, would you be willing to… (offer
options for connection)?

